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Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 10

Strength 2

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

To not have no ultimate attacks up your 

sleeve against this boss is suicide. 44

Consume (Action): Roll a 
D6. On a 5 or 6 the targeted 
character is removed from 
the map. After the boss 
creature loses 4 health in 
one attack, the previously 
swallowed character is 
returned to the map in the 
nearest available space and 
takes 2 damage. 

HEADHEAD

Goblin Shark headGoblin Shark head

Art - Abraham Emdon

chomp chomp 33

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 4

Strength 2

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Strong Jaw:
Attack actions that 
utilise a head piece 
deal 2 additional 
damage.

HEADHEAD

Dinosaur HeadDinosaur Head

Art - Abraham Emdon

44Wolves are known for their 
astute sense of smell.

Wolf’s Nose:
Add 1 to all attack 
damage values against 
characters that were 
not in line of sight of 
the boss at the start of 
the boss’s turn. 

Statistics

Health 3

Intelligence 13

Strength 1

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 0

Size

HEADHEAD
Wolf headWolf head

Cyclops are so dumb, nature must change 

it’s laws just to keep them alive.

Lack of Depth Perception:

The boss creature can make 

melee attacks against any 

character in line of sight 

from any range. 

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 8

Strength 2

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

99

Cyclops Cyclops headhead
HEADHEAD

Fire Breath (Action): 
You must expend 7 discarded cards, any 
character pieces within this area of ef-
fect receive 7 damage using intelligence. 

ROAAAR - (fire sfx ensues) 77

HEADHEAD
Dragon Dragon headhead

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 18

Strength 1

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Gotta use all those eyes for 
something.

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 11

Strength 1

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

55

8 eyes:
Grant +3 agility when 
attacking against 
targets that moved 
in this round or the 
previous round.

HEADHEAD

Spider HeadSpider Head

66Target Located - Anniahilate!

Satellite Tracking:
The boss creature always 
has line of sight with 
characters visible from 
the sky.

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 16

Strength 0

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

HEADHEAD

mecha Headmecha Head

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 14

Strength 1

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 0

Size

cawwwwww!
CAWWWWWWWW!

Eyes of a Falcon:
The boss          
creature has     
double the range 
on all ranged 
attacks.

77

HEADHEAD

Falcon Falcon HeadHead

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 15

Strength 2

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

66Lion manes are very sought after by heroes, 

yet those who wear them are shunned.

King of Beasts:
If the boss did 
not move on your          
previous turn, at the 
start of your turn re-
store 2 health and add 
2 to the damage value 
of your next attack 
action.

HEADHEAD

LION HEADLION HEAD
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Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 12

Strength 0

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 0

Size

I hear bats are very good at 
listening. 44

Sonar:
The boss can only target 
characters that moved or 
attacked it during it’s last 
turn.
Gain +6 in the relevant stat 
when attacking with AoE 
attacks.

HEADHEAD
Bat HeadBat Head

Statistics

Health 36

Intelligence 0

Strength 1

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Can’t argue with those muscles. 1212

Muscle:
Legs attatched to 
this body have 1 
extra strength.

Arms attatched 
have 2 extra 
strength.

BODYBODY
Ogre MuscleOgre Muscle

99It has a weak spot right under 
it’s left armpit...

Statistics

Health 24

Intelligence 0

Strength 2

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Armoured Hide:
The boss takes 
one less damage 
for each instance 
of damage it 
takes.

BODYBODY
Lizard ScalesLizard Scales

Deadly lasers or sick light show? 1414

Statistics

Health 38

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility -2

Equip-Slots 1

Size

Laser Tech:
All equipment equipped 
by this boss creature 
gains the Laser trait.

Laser - attacks made 
by this weapon are not 
blocked by obstacles.

BODYBODY

Cyborg SuitCyborg Suit

Statistics

Health 37

Intelligence 0

Strength 1

Agility -1

Equip-Slots 0

Size

1717Don’t get tangled with this guy, 
he’s not a fun-guy.

Summon Roots:
(Action) - Summon a [Root] within 
X spaces from the boss, it may 
take it’s turn immediately

For each action that the boss has 
taken since last using Summon 
Roots add 1 to X. After using this 
action set X to 0.

BODYBODY

Tree HuskTree Husk

Watch your feet! //

The health this token loses is shared 
with the boss. 
Root can only take one action on it’s 
turn, and only actions listed here:

SLAM(Action):
Target a character within 2 tiles range, 
deal damage equal to half this cards 
strength.
Entangle (Action):
Target a character within 2 tiles range, 
That character is immobilised

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 0

Strength 4

Agility 7

Equip-Slots 0

Size

ROOTROOT
TOKENTOKEN

1111

Statistics

Health 34

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 1

Size (any  
assortment)

Remember to bring your       
Wellington Boots!

Slime Pool:
Each tile adjacent to the boss is 
covered in slime. For any char-
acter stood on a slime tile, their 
move actions only allow them 
to move a maximum of one tile. 
This does not apply to jumps or 
teleport abilities.

BODYBODY

Slug SlimeSlug Slime

Increased speed, but at what 
cost? 77

Statistics

Health 23

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 12

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Light Skeleton:
Increase the   
damage statistic 
of all attacks 
targeted at the 
boss by 1.

BODYBODY

Bird Body Bird Body 

Big Rock

Terracotta Armour:
Reduces damage values 
of attacks with strength 
lower than 10 by 75% 
(but not lower than 1).

1212

Statistics

Health 40

Intelligence 0

Strength 1

Agility -3

Equip-Slots 0

Size

BODYBODY

Golem ClayGolem Clay
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Imagine prickles as big as spears. 99

Statistics

Health 30

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility -2

Equip-Slots 1

Size

Prickly:
Each melee attack 
targeted at the 
boss also deals 
1 unblockable   
damage to the 
user. 

BODYBODY
Hedgehog BodyHedgehog Body

Statistics

Health 28

Intelligence 0

Strength 2

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

A shrimps exoskeleton acts as 
natural armour, pretty cool huh?

Molt: 
When the boss receives an attack 
with strength value more than 
8, the boss player may choose to 
activate this ability.

Roll a D6, on a 2 or higher ignore 
all damage and move 1 space in 
any direction. On a 1, the attack 
deals 50% more damage.

BODYBODY

Shrimp ExoskeletonShrimp Exoskeleton

Snakes are sneaky and              
resourceful. 66

Statistics

Health 26

Intelligence 1

Strength 0

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Slithery: 
With this body the boss 
creature can ignore the 
movement penalties 
from having less than 
2 legs.

BODYBODY
Snake BodySnake Body

Everyone hates the aggro player, 
but you can’t deny that it’s fun. 1010

Statistics

Health 4

Intelligence 1

Strength 1

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 1

Size

Army:
Take all the characteristics of the other 
boss pieces and apply to them to each 
of 10 character pieces. The size statistic 
of other boss pieces is ignored with 
this body.

Each character piece acts and targets 
independantly but must complete the 
same action as every other piece each 
turn if able.  

Each character piece has this cards stats 
plus the stats of the other pieces.

BODYBODY

CollectiveCollective

Stealth is good for closing 
distance. 44

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 1

Strength 0

Agility 5

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Stealthy:
Reduce the range other 
character pieces can attack 
the boss by 1, up to a maxi-
mum of 4. 

Other character pieces can 
not have their range reduce 
lower than 2.

LEGLEG

Panther legPanther leg

22This card is probably gonna be 
OP isn’t it.

8 Legs:
For every 2 Spider 
Legs the boss has,   
the boss may draw 
one extra card at the 
start of the game. 
With exactly 8, draw 6 
extra cards instead.

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 0

Size

LEGLEG

Spider LegSpider Leg

“Get away from my feet you 
creep!” 33

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 1

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 0

Size

STOMP (Action):
Attack an adjacent 
character piece for 4 
damage using the boss 
total strength stat.

LEGLEG

Trolls LegTrolls Leg

77You used all your wishes? I guess I’m 
allowed to kill  you finally.

One genie’s mist acts as 
2 legs in regard to move-
ment characteristics.

Floating:
The boss may move on-
top of and over obstacle 
tiles.

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 9

Equip-Slots 0

Size

LEGLEG

Genie’s MistGenie’s Mist

clap clap, clap clap, clap clap. 33

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 0

Strength 1

Agility 6

Equip-Slots 0

Size

LEGLEG

Gallop:
If the boss has 4 
Horse Leg pieces, 
double the movement             
characteristics of 
action cards.

horse Leghorse Leg
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“Modded Minecraft is not a real game” - 

Joe while I was writing this card 55

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 0

Strength 1

Agility 5

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Jump (Action):
Ignoring Leg movement 
characteristic rules, move 
2 spaces in any direction 
ignoring obstacle tiles. 
For each Kangaroo Leg 
the boss has increase the 
movement by 2.

LEGLEG
kangaroo Legkangaroo Leg

22
Don’t have a flightless bird, chickens are 

not known for their skill in battle.

Statistics

Health -1

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 6

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Light:
When the boss 
is flying, add 1 
to movement for 
each Bird Leg.

LEGLEG
Bird LegBird Leg

22Dun dun, dun dun dun, dun 
dun, dun dun dun.

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 3

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Sideways:
For each 2 Crab Legs, 
for each movement 
action the boss may 
move one extra space 
left or right. 

LEGLEG
Crab LegCrab Leg

My feet don’t need guns to scare 
people away, they help though. 55

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 4

Equip-Slots 1

Size

The Size of this piece 
is not added if the 
boss has a “Cyborg 
Body”.

LEGLEG

Robotic LegRobotic Leg

44““looks like round 2 goes to kong” 
then kong fucking dies” - Adam

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 0

Strength 10

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 1

Size

Will of Kong:
Add 3 strength to 
the attacks made by 
equipment attatched 
to this piece.

ARMARM

Gorilla FistGorilla Fist

People always tell me that one 
of the tentacles isn’t an arm. 33

The boss can use clasp once 
per game for each unequipped 
tentacle piece. If you have 8 or 
more Tentacles, include equipped 
Tentacles.

Clasp(Action):
Attack a character within 3 
tiles, deal 1 damage for every 4 
strength out of the boss’ strength 
statisitic and immobilise them. 

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 4

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 1

Size

ArmArm

TentacleTentacle

“OOF” the golem cries, as he accidentally 

crushes a small school trying to get out of bed. 55

When you make an 
attack with this arm roll a 
D6. On 3 or higher the at-
tack succeeds as normal. 
On 2 or lower, the attack 
misses but the targeted 
enemies are dazzled.

Statistics

Health 3

Intelligence 0

Strength 13

Agility -6

Equip-Slots 1

Size

ARMARM

Golem ArmGolem Arm

I spent 15 minutes trying to figure 
out how to edit templates again.

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 0

Strength 5

Agility 4

Equip-Slots 1

Size

44

When you attack with 
this arm perform an 
additional Swipe.

Swipe: Attack an 
enemy for 1 damage 
using strength, if this 
damage is successful the 
enemy character piece is 
knocked back 1 tile in a 
direction of your choice.

ARMARM

Tiger PawTiger Paw

55Do you have a license for all 
those guns?

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 0

Strength 8

Agility 1

Equip-Slots 2

Size

As many times as 
you like, you may 
reduce this card’s 
strength stat by 2 
and add 1 to it’s 
equipment slot stat.

ARMARM

Robot ArmRobot Arm
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Crab see crab do. Now do die :) 44

Statistics

Health 3

Intelligence 0

Strength 7

Agility -2

Equip-Slots 0

Size

When succeeding with 
an attack with this 
arm roll a D6. 
On 1-2 deal 2 dam-
age, on 3-5 deal 2 
damage and immo-
bilise the target, on 
6 deal 6 damage and              
immobilise the target.

ARMARM
Crab ClawCrab Claw

22Patience...        patience... 
PATIENCE!

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 0

Strength 5

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 1

Size

If this arm has not 
been used to attack 
within this or the 
previous round, the 
next attack action 
it deals has +5 
strength.

ARMARM
Mantis ArmMantis Arm

33Pinchers up! I meant claws... no 
wait... hands! Hands Up!

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 6

Agility 6

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Bubble Shot (Action):   
You must expend 4 dis-
carded cards. Attack an 
enemy at Range 4 using 
agility, deal 3 damage, 
dazzle and knock them 
back up to 2 tiles back-
wards from where you 
fired from. 

ARMARM
PISTOL SHRIMPPISTOL SHRIMP

55

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 4

Strength 4

Agility 4

Equip-Slots 6

Size

The artist wasn’t very happy 
with this commission.

Handy!

ARMARM

6 handed arm6 handed arm

Environmentally friendly, but 
not hero friendly. 33

Statistics

Health 3

Intelligence 0

Strength 5

Agility 3

Equip-Slots 1

Size

You may choose 
to sacrifice a Vine 
arm in order to 
avoid all effects of 
an incoming attack. 
Lose every stat the 
vine grants except 
health.

ARMARM

vinevine

I feel like fly could be better. 77

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 7

Equip-Slots 0

Size

All movement actions 
contain the keyword 
Fly. 
Fly: Double movement 
value of your move-
ment actions, and 
ignore all obstacles 
and character pieces 
whilst moving.

SPECIALSPECIAL

Dragon WingsDragon Wings

33

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 2

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Those who don’t wanna pay for 
dragon wings are chicken.

Add 1 to the 
movement value 
of your movement 
actions, ignore 
character pieces 
whilst moving.

SPECIALSPECIAL

Chicken wingsChicken wings

22This is gonna make some weird 
looking boss creatures.

All attacks made 
by a head piece 
have at least 
Range 3.

SPECIALSPECIAL

Ostrich NeckOstrich Neck

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 2

Strength 2

Agility 2

Equip-Slots 0

Size

33Unicorns only accept the most pure, 
they insult those who aren’t.

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 5

Strength 0

Agility 2

Equip-Slots 0

Size

The boss has +3 
intelligence when 
attacking.

SPECIALSPECIAL

Unicorn HornUnicorn Horn
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Don’t make deals with demons, 
except this one, he’s totally cool. 33

Statistics

Health 2

Intelligence 5

Strength 1

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Trickery (Action): 
You must expend 
9 discarded cards. 
Select an adja-
cent character 
piece, expend that       
character’s entire 
discard pile.

SPECIALSPECIAL

Demon HornDemon Horn

55Tripping Hazard.

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 4

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Tail Whip (Action): 
You must expend 3 
discarded cards. Deal 
4 damage and inflict 
stunned using Special 
Range from the tile 
containing 
the tail 
piece. 

SPECIALSPECIAL
Dinosaur tailDinosaur tail

22
My biology teacher once said he would like 

to have a spider monkey tail to hold his beer

If this piece is unequipped, 
you may use Tail Grab. 
Tail Grab (Action): 
You must expend 5 discarded 
cards, target an adjacent 
character piece, move that 
character to any space 
within 3 spaces of the boss 
creature, deal 2 damage and 
inflict dazzled. 

Statistics

Health 1

Intelligence 0

Strength 2

Agility 2

Equip-Slots 1

Size

SPECIALSPECIAL

Spider Monkey Spider Monkey 

SPECIALSPECIAL

22Time to perform a sting 
operation.

Sting (Action): 
Expend 2 discarded 
cards, attack an 
adjacent character 
piece, deal 3 dam-
age using strength 
and inflict poison.

Statistics

Health 3

Intelligence 0

Strength 3

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Scorpion TailScorpion Tail
SPECIALSPECIAL

11Whats that giant thing, is it 
wathcing me, is that an eye?

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 4

Strength 0

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

All of your ranged 
attacks have an 
additional 1 range. 
You may sacrifice an 
extra eyeball piece to 
avoid all effects of an 
incoming attack.   

External Eye BallExternal Eye Ball

11Tie 100 rats together and you 
get a rat king.

Statistics

Health 6

Intelligence 0

Strength 0

Agility 0

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Every time you 
restore health, 
restore an extra 1 
health. 

SPECIALSPECIAL

RAT TAILRAT TAIL

33Ewww slimy.

Statistics

Health 0

Intelligence 0

Strength 1

Agility 3

Equip-Slots 0

Size

Tongue Wrap Action: 
You must expend 
4 discarded cards, 
target a character 
piece within 2 spaces, 
inflict immobilised and 
reduce their combat 
stats by 50% until your 
next turn. 

SPECIALSPECIAL

Long TongueLong Tongue

1313Who says Orcs can't be 
religious?

Statistics

Health 16

Intelligence 10

Strength 14

Agility 6

Equip-Slots 4

Heroic Feat 
Cost

7

Orc PaladinOrc Paladin

Passive: When other heroes that start their 
turn adjacent to you restore 3 health. When 
you start your turn adjacent to 2 or more 
heroes, restore 3 health.

Heroic Feat: Grant all friendly characters 
within 2 spaces of your character piece a 
Magic Shield. 
Magic shield: When this character next takes an 
instance of damage, the damage is ignored and this 
character’s Magic Shield is destroyed.

1010Money is the only motivation 
left for a guy like this.

        
grizzled Mercenarygrizzled Mercenary

Passive: When using attacks, increase the 
relevant combat stat by 2.

Heroic Feat: Perform a special attack, 
increase all values of the attack by 50%.

Statistics

Health 11

Intelligence 6

Strength 13

Agility 11

Equip-Slots 3

Heroic Feat 
Cost

5
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1212Only here because of thr giant 
monster, not good nor evil.

Statistics

Health 18

Intelligence 6

Strength 17

Agility 7

Equip-Slots 3

Heroic Feat 
Cost

11

      Dread KnightDread Knight

Passive: Lose one health every time you 
use an attack action unless you have 6 or less 
than health.

Passive: This character gains +2 strength 
for each point of health less than their maxi-
mum health.

Heroic Feat: Reduce your characters 
health to 1, unleash a flurry of 2 basic attacks 
and a heavy attack.

1010
You don't just stop cconjuring fire balls 
after you die! The buildings won't burn 
themselves down.

Statistics

Health 8

Intelligence 16

Strength 6

Agility 8

Equip-Slots 2

Heroic Feat 
Cost

9

Undead SorcererUndead Sorcerer

Passive: At the start of your turn draw one 
extra card, then discard one card from your 
hand.

Heroic Feat: Resurrect either yourself or 
an adjacent friendly character with half of 
their maximum health. Deal 3 damage to any 
enemy character pieces within 1 space of the 
resurrected character piece.

99Got sick of people making short 
jokes. 

Statistics

Health 14

Intelligence 12

Strength 9

Agility 10

Equip-Slots 6

Heroic Feat 
Cost

9

Dwarf EngineerDwarf Engineer

Passive: Each of your weapons deal an 
extra 25% damage if they have not been 
used to attack with yet in this round or the 
previous round.

Heroic Feat: Construct a 1x3 obstacle 
adjacent to your character piece (can not be 
placed on top of character pieces or obstacle 
tiles). The construct is targetable, once the 
obstacle has received two instances of dam-
age, it is destroyed.

88They say the secret to his power 
is squirty bottle heads.

Statistics

Health 11

Intelligence 14

Strength 6

Agility 10

Equip-Slots 2

Heroic Feat 
Cost

6

      Mad AlchemistMad Alchemist

Passive: All Single target items used by 
this character gain an area of effect of 1 
space from the targeted space. All items that 
already have an area of effect have their area 
of effect increased by 1 space.

Heroic Feat: Concoct and use an item with 
the combined effect of 2 potions you have in 
your used item pile. Select one of the compo-
nent items, use the range and area of effect 
of that item for the concocted item.

1010Attends therapy for his item 
hoarding addiction.

Statistics

Health 9

Intelligence 12

Strength 6

Agility 12

Equip-Slots 4

Heroic Feat 
Cost

12

Elven MerchantElven Merchant

Passive: When this character uses items, 
they are added to the discard pile instead of 
removed from the game.

Heroic Feat: Until the start of your next 
turn, Item Actions do not count as using an 
action, and each time you use one you may 
draw an action card.

1414Looking for freedom he bought a 
horse,  now he spends half of his 

battles as the groups taxi.

Statistics

Health 12

Intelligence 6

Strength 6

Agility 18

Equip-Slots 3

Heroic Feat 
Cost

8

Mounted ArcherMounted Archer

Passive: At any point during a movement 
action, you may carry an adjacent friend-
ly character piece and move them to an 
adjacent space to the resulting space of your 
movement.

Heroic Feat: Until the end of your next 
turn, when your agility statistic is consulted 
for attacking, defending or determining initia-
tive, it is doubled. 

88This guy has a reputation 
amongst boss creatures for being 

a mighty annoyance.

Statistics

Health 13

Intelligence 8

Strength 8

Agility 14

Equip-Slots 3

Heroic Feat 
Cost

7

HalflingHalfling

Passive: When rolling a dice you may add 
or subtract 1 from the result.

Heroic Feat: Roll a D6, Without expending 
any of your actions, on 1-2 complete 2 move-
ment actions, on 3-4 complete an attack and 
a movement action and on 5-6 complete 2 
attack actions. Actions used must be ones 
held in your hand.

77A wholesome little fella, but my 
advice: don't piss him off

Statistics

Health 8

Intelligence 11

Strength 6

Agility 13

Equip-Slots 1

Heroic Feat 
Cost

13

GodlingGodling

Passive: Each time you move through 
friendly character pieces, heal that character 
piece for 2 Health.

Heroic Feat: Flip this card and transform 
into [Forest Guardian] until the end of your 
next turn. 
When you change between Godling and [For-
est Guardian], remove all status effects and 
restore your stats to their maximum.

Someone didn't listen to my 
advice.

Statistics

Health 18

Intelligence 12

Strength 18

Agility 12

Equip-Slots 0

Heroic Feat 
Cost

forest Guardianforest Guardian

When attacking, you must use the following 
weapon profile:

Smashing Fist
(Use Strength) Range: Melee

Basic - Deal 3 damage 
Heavy - Deal 5 damage
Special - Deal 5 damage, each friendly 
character piece within 1 space of the target 
enemy restores 3 health.
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1212Sent 1100 years back in time to 
kill a big monster. Which one? 

yeah that's the problem . 

Statistics

Health 11

Intelligence 13

Strength 7

Agility 10

Equip-Slots 2

Heroic Feat 
Cost

9

CyberpunkCyberpunk

Passive: At the end of each turn this 
character may choose to swap two of their 
combat statistics (Intelligence, Strength and 
agility).
Passive: Despite stat changes this charac-
ter can always use future tech weapons.

Heroic Feat: Select an enemy character 
piece within 3 spaces, the targeted character 
can not utilise any abilities or passives until 
your next turn.

1818
A little bit clumsy, he spends a 
lot of his time fixing houses he 

accidentally stepped on.

Statistics

Health 24

Intelligence 8

Strength 8

Agility 8

Equip-Slots 2

Heroic Feat 
Cost

7

GIANTGIANT

Passive: Add 3 to the relevant combat 
statistic when defending against attacks.

Heroic Feat: Enemies can only target you 
until your next turn.

22When the only available weapon 
is what you can find in the 

scrapyard.

Blunt Melee WeaponBlunt Melee Weapon

Equip Slots - 1

Basic Deal 3 damage

Heavy Deal 5 damage

Special Deal 8 damage
Inflict Dazzled

33Don't lose it! There are few 
blacksmiths with a forge big 

enough to make these.

Giant SwordGiant Sword

Equip Slots - 1

Range                             Special Range

Basic Deal 3 damage

Heavy Deal 5 damage

Special Deal 7 damage
use special range.

44"I got nothin " - The Designer

Boss AxeBoss Axe

Equip Slots - 1
Range                              Special Range

Basic Deal 2 damage

Heavy Deal 4 damage

Special Move 1 space,      
then deal 6 damage
use special range

55A spear head bolted onto a 
magic staff.

Magic SpearMagic Spear

Equip Slots - 1
Range

Basic Deal 2 damage
Use range

Heavy Deal 3 damage
Range 4

Special Perform a Basic attack 
and then a Heavy attack. 
They both deal double 
damage.

55Ripped straight from the ruin of 
Metal Gear Rex.

Enormous Rail GunEnormous Rail Gun

Equip Slots - 2
Special Range                              

Basic Deal 2 damage

Heavy Deal 4 damage
Range 6

Special Deal 6 damage
Use Special Range

44"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA"

Gatling GunGatling Gun

Equip Slots - 2
Special Range                              

Basic Deal 1 damage 3 
times, 
Range 2-4

Heavy Deal 1 damage 6 
times,
Range 2-5

Special Use this weapons Heavy 
attack twice on each 
target. 
Use Special Range

55All you need now is the cat, 
unless you are a cat. Would a 

cat villain have a cat?

Death RayDeath Ray

Equip Slots - 2
Range                              Special Range

Basic Deal 2 damage
Use Range

Heavy Deal 4 damage
Use Range

Special Deal 8 damage
Use Special Range
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55Are those stars? oh...
                             oh no...

Star Missile LauncherStar Missile Launcher

Equip Slots - 1
Range                             

Basic Deal 1 damage
Use Range

Heavy Deal 2 damage
Use Range

Special Select any 3 tiles that are not 
adjacent to eachother. 
Deal 3 damage to any charac-
ter piece in each targeted tile.

11A trusty sword.

Long SwordLong Sword

Equip Slots - 1

Basic Deal 3 damage

Heavy Deal 4 damage

Special Deal 7 damage

33You have my axe!

                      Guve it back...

Great AxeGreat Axe

Equip Slots - 3

Basic Deal 4 damage

Heavy Deal 6 damage

Special Deal 9 damage
This attack +4 strength, 
then move 1 space

33A sword fit for a hero.

Hero SwordHero Sword

Equip Slots - 2

Basic Deal 3 damage

Heavy Deal 5 damage
          or

Special Deal 8 damage
Use your strongest 
combat stat. 

22Flavour text

Long BowLong Bow

Equip Slots - 2

Basic Deal 2 damage
Range 5

Heavy Deal 4 damage
Range 5

Special Deal 5 damage 
twice
Range 6

444 or more successful hits and you 
can call yourself chris.

RevolverRevolver

Equip Slots - 1

Basic Deal 2 damage
Range 4

Heavy Deal 3 damage
Range 4

Special Deal 4 damage 6 times 
Range 6
Roll a D6 for each shot, 
on 1-2 the shot misses.

33GRAPPLING HOOK!

Grapple GunGrapple Gun

Equip Slots - 1
Heavy: Target a friendly character piece, 
move them to the nearest adjacent space to 
you from their tile.

Special: Target any character piece, and pull 
yourself to the nearest adjacent tile to them. 
If the target is an enemy deal 6 damage.

Basic Deal 2 damage
Range 3

Heavy Deal 2 damage
Read Heavy rule 
below. Range 4.

Special Read special rule 
below. 
Range 4

22They wound the string really 
tight, making this popular with 

stronger characters.

CrossbowCrossbow

Equip Slots - 1

Basic Deal 3 damage
Range 3

Heavy Deal 3 damage
Range 3

Special Deal 6 damage
Range 2

22The shopkeeper told you it once 
belonged to a great sage, it more 

likely belonged to his dog.

Engraved StickEngraved Stick

Equip Slots - 1

Basic Deal 3 damage
Range 4

Heavy Deal 4 damage,  
or restore 4 health
Range 4

Special Deal  8 damage
Restore 6 health to you 
or an adjacent character 
piece. Range 4
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44Pretty sure the sage that owned 
this was buried with it, did 

someone grave rob this?

Treasured StaffTreasured Staff

Special Range

Equip Slots - 2

Basic Deal 4 damage
Range 5

Heavy Deal 8 damage
Range 5

Special Deal 8 damage
Use Special Range

33Once wielded by a man who's 
name rhymed with chosen.

Holy MaceHoly Mace

Equip Slots - 1

Basic Deal 2 damage 
Deal 1 damage 

Heavy Deal 3 damage
Deal 2 damage

Special Deal 4 damage
Restore 4 health to each 
friendly character piece 
within Range 4.

55At the end of the day it's just a 
big piece of metal. 

Big ShieldBig Shield

Equip Slots - 2

Reduce the damage value of every received 
attack by 2.

Reduce the points cost of Block by 1.

33I'm pretty sure Luke has never 
equipped one of these.

Small ShieldSmall Shield

Equip Slots - 1

Reduce the damage value of every received 
attack by 1.

Reduce the points cost of Parry by 1.

44Useless when given to evil 
grunts.

Mini - GunMini - Gun

Equip Slots - 2

Future Tech: Only characters with 12 or more 
Intelligence can use this weapon.

Laser: All attacks can target through and pass 
through obstacle tiles.

Basic Deal 1 damage
4 times
Range 4

Heavy Deal 2 damage
4 times
Range 4

Special Deal 3 damage
4 times
Range 4

44Known as a holy weapon, for all 
of the holes that it puts in your 

enemies.

Laser SabreLaser Sabre

Equip Slots - 1

Future Tech: Only characters with 12 or more 
Intelligence can use this weapon.

Laser: All attacks can target through and pass 
through obstacle tiles.

Basic Deal 3 damage
Range 2

Heavy Deal 4 damage
Deal 2 damage 
Range 2

Special Deal 6 damage
Inflict Immobilised 
Range 5

44Firing this through a glass 
prism creates a massive deadly 

rainbow :)

Beam GunBeam Gun

Equip Slots - 2
Future Tech: Only characters with 12 or more 
Intelligence can use this weapon.
Laser: All attacks can target through and pass 
through obstacle tiles.
Special: Deal damage equal to the difference 
between your Intelligence and the target. Do not 
scale on Intelligence. 
                     Special Range:

Basic Deal 3 damage
Range 5

Heavy Double your Intelligence 
for this attack
Deal 6 Damage
Range 5

Special Read Special rule.
Use Special Range

44You could upgrade your health 
stat a lot, or just learn how to 

parry.

Sacrifice an action card. 

When activated this is active until the start of 
your next turn.

You have - 4 strength. When you are attacked 
roll a D6, on a 4 or higher you avoid all dam-
age and may immediately perform a heavy 
attack with +8 strength.

ParryParry

22Timing impeccable as always as 
to not make the story boring.

Sacrifice an action card. 

When a friendly character piece within 3 
spaces is about to receive 5 or more damage, 
you may swap places with them and receive 
the damage instead. 

The amount of damage does not change 
despite a change in combat stats.

InterveneIntervene
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22The most powerful protection 
against strangers.

Sacrifice an action card. 

This is active until the start of your next turn. 

When attacking you have -5 on your combat 
stats, when defending you have +5 on your 
combat stats.

BlockBlock

11There's always that one person 
who always rolls high.

When you are attacked you may use this to 
roll a D6, on 5-6 the attack misses.

DodgeDodge

33"I need to use this card if I'm 
going to pass this module" - The 

Designer

Sacrifice a movement action card.

This is active until the start of your next turn,

When defending you have -4 on all your 
combat stats. The first attack you complete 
on your next turn gets +8 to the relevant 
combat stat.

FocusFocus

33Make a witty comment at the 
expense of the boss self esteem.

Sacrifice an action card. 

You may choose to temporarily double and 
use your Intelligence as your defensive stat 
against an attack.

If you block an attack in this way you become 
dazzled until the end of your next turn.

Magic BarrierMagic Barrier

55This wouldn't be a story of 
heroes without the presence of a 

trusty sidekick.

The sidekick has his own character piece.

Each turn it can move up to 4 spaces. 

When it ends his move next to an adjacent 
hero you may swap an action card with the 
player who controls that hero.

SidekickSidekick

22The most powerful protection 
against strangers.

Sacrifice an action card. 

This is active until the start of your next turn. 

When attacking you have -5 on your combat 
stats, when defending you have +5 on your 
combat stats.

BlockBlock

66This is actually just a bucket of 
water, how else do you get them 

out of bed.

Sacrifice an action card.

Expend 3 cards from your discard pile.

Resurrect an adjacent dead hero.

Roll two D6, the resurrected hero comes 
back with health equal to the result.

ResurrectResurrect

11I need healing.

You must have a weapon that scales off 
intelligence. 

You may use a heavy attack to cast this in-
stead, restore 5 health to you or an adjacent 
character piece.

HealHeal

11Look at this guy, actually 
reading the module reading list. 

Wait I didn't pass?

Your character has +3 Intelligence

Book SmartBook Smart
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11A real strong dude.

Your character has +3 Strength.

Weight TrainingWeight Training

11Believe in the brand.

Your character has +3 Agility.

Expensive ShoesExpensive Shoes

11
Sadly not as good as links in-
finite pocket, but its something.

Your character has +1  Equipment slot.

Extra PocketsExtra Pockets

22Top pick for hoarders.

You may shuffle 3 items into your action 
deck, on top of your default 30.

Item PouchItem Pouch

66Sneaky like a ninja

Sacrifice an action card, afflict each affected 
tile with smoke.

Smoke -  The smoke remains until the end 
of the next round. Smoke spaces count as 
obstacles when determining line of sight but 
can be moved through.
After entering a clear tile from a smoke tile 
your character is dazzled.

Smoke ScreenSmoke Screen

66An opportunity to catch your 
breath is important.

Sacrifice an attack action card.

Restore 8 health.

RestRest

33Positioning is everything, espe-
cially when running away.

Sacrifice 2 movement action cards.

Remove the boss creature from the board, 
then place them on any space on the board.

TeleportTeleport

1010My friend said he wanted his 
final form to be a floating turtle 

with a unicorn horn. 

You may only activate this ability when the 
boss has less than 30% of it's maximum 
health.

Add 3 additional boss pieces to your boss 
creature (each must be of a different type).

This ability can only be used once per game.

Final FormFinal Form

55Very distracting

Sacrifice an attack action.

Reduce all enemy character pieces intelli-
gence statistic by 50% until the start of your 
next turn.

Evil SpeechEvil Speech
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44Godzillas signature move.

Sacrifice a special attack card, and attack with 
the following profile:

Deal 5 damage, all targeted obstacle tiles become 
standard tiles.

Beam AttackBeam Attack

1010
Landscape not favourable? Just 
change it.

Sacrifice 2 action cards.

Remove and replace all the obstacles tiles on 
the board. 

You can not place obstacles on character 
pieces and every clear tile must be accessi-
ble.

Dimensional ShiftDimensional Shift

88
Careful with your arm        
placement.  

When receiving an attack you may choose to activate this 
ability. 
Ignore all effects of the attack and split your boss into 2 boss 
creature pieces.
Each piece must contain half of your boss piece cards, with 
new correlating stats. 
Each split's health is half that of the previous boss creature's 
remaining health.
You may only use this ability once per game.

SplitSplit

11There's always that one person 
who always rolls high.

When you are attacked you may use this to 
roll a D6, on 5-6 the attack misses.

DodgeDodge

11I need healing.

You must have a weapon that scales off 
intelligence. 

You may use a heavy attack to cast this in-
stead, restore 5 health to you or an adjacent 
character piece.

HealHeal

44You could upgrade your health 
stat a lot, or just learn how to 

parry.

Sacrifice an action card. 

When activated this is active until the start of 
your next turn.

You have - 4 strength. When you are attacked 
roll a D6, on a 4 or higher you avoid all dam-
age and may immediately perform a heavy 
attack with +8 strength.

ParryParry

11Believe in the brand.

Your character has +3 Agility.

Expensive ShoesExpensive Shoes

11A real strong dude.

Your character has +3 Strength.

Weight TrainingWeight Training

11Look at this guy, actually 
reading the module reading list. 

Wait I didn't pass?

Your character has +3 Intelligence

Book SmartBook Smart



BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.



BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

AttackAttackAttackAttack

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

BasicBasic

AttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavy

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavy



AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavyHeavyHeavy

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavy

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavy

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavy

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavy

HeavyHeavy

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavyHeavy

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.



AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

ComboComboComboComboComboComboComboCombo

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

SpecialSpecialSpecialSpecialSpecialSpecialSpecialSpecial

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

SpecialSpecialSpecialSpecialSpecialSpecial

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

SpecialSpecial

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

SpecialSpecial

Perform a Special attack with 
an equipped weapon.

SpecialSpecial

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform a Heavy attack with 
an equipped weapon.

HeavyHeavyHeavyHeavy



AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with  Heavy attack with  

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attck with an equipped Heavy attck with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

ComboComboComboComboComboComboComboCombo

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

Perform 2 Basic attacks with 
an equipped weapon.

ComboComboComboComboComboComboComboCombo

Advanced ComboAdvanced ComboAdvanced ComboAdvanced Combo Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo

Advanced ComboAdvanced ComboAdvanced ComboAdvanced Combo Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.



AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

SidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestep

SidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestep

SidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestepSidestep

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Perform a Basic attack then a 
Heavy attack with Heavy attack with 

an equipped weapon.

Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo Advanced ComboAdvanced Combo

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.

Move 1 space and perform a 
Basic attack with an equipped Basic attack with an equipped 

weapon.weapon.



AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack AttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

AttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttackAttack

Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.

MovementMovement

WalkWalkWalkWalk

MovementMovement

WalkWalk

MovementMovementMovementMovement

WalkWalk

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

BackstepBackstep BackstepBackstep BackstepBackstep BackstepBackstep

BackstepBackstep BackstepBackstep BackstepBackstep BackstepBackstep

BackstepBackstepBackstepBackstepBackstepBackstepBackstepBackstep

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.

Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon, then 

move 1 space.move 1 space.



Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.

Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.

Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.

Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

WalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalk

WalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalk

movementmovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

WalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalk

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

WalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalkWalk



Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

RunRunRunRunStrideStrideStrideStride

StrideStride

MovementMovementMovementMovement

StrideStrideStrutStrut StrutStrut

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

MovementMovement MovementMovement

Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.

Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.

StrutStrutStrutStrutStrutStrutStrutStrut

MovementMovementmovementmovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

WalkWalk WalkWalk WalkWalk WalkWalk

Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.Move up to 2 spaces.



Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.

MovementMovement MovementMovement

ChargeChargeChargeCharge

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

Move 3-4 spaces in a straight 
line.line.

MovementMovementMovementMovement

RunRunRunRun

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

RunRunRunRunRunRunRunRun

MovementMovement

RunRun

MovementMovement

RunRun

MovementMovement

RunRun

MovementMovement

RunRun

MovementMovement

RunRun

movementmovementMovementMovement

RunRunRunRun

MovementMovement

RunRun

Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.



Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

MovementMovementMovementMovement

LeapLeapLeapLeapWarpWarpWarpWarp

WarpWarpWarpWarpWarpWarpWarpWarp

WarpWarpWarpWarp

MovementMovementMovementMovement

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementmovementmovement

ChargeChargeChargeCharge

ChargeChargeChargeChargeChargeChargeChargeCharge

Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.

Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.

Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.

Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.

Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.

Move 5 spaces in a straight line 
or until you hit an obstacle or until you hit an obstacle 

or enemy piece and give your or enemy piece and give your 
next action +3 strength.next action +3 strength.

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

Move up to 2 diagonal spaces, 
ignore obstacles and character ignore obstacles and character 

pieces. pieces. 

Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.



Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

ActionActionActionActionActionActionActionAction

ActionActionActionActionActionActionActionAction

BossBoss BossBoss BossBoss BossBoss

BossBossBossBossBossBossBossBoss

ActionAction

BossBoss

ActionAction

BOSSBOSS

MovementMovementMovementMovement

MovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovementMovement

LeapLeapLeapLeap

LeapLeapLeapLeapLeapLeapLeapLeap

Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.

Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.

Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.

Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.

Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.

Move 3 spaces in a zigzag, 
ignore character pieces.ignore character pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.

Perform a Boss Action from 
one of your boss pieces.one of your boss pieces.



Restore 8 Health to you or an 
adjacent character piece.adjacent character piece.

ItemItem

Target an adjacent character, this 

character is stunned until the boss character is stunned until the boss 

next takes damage. The targeted next takes damage. The targeted 

character temporarily becomes a character temporarily becomes a 

part of the boss character piece for part of the boss character piece for 

movement actions.movement actions.

Make an attack with a head 
piece. Increase the relevant piece. Increase the relevant 

combat stat by 8 for this attack. combat stat by 8 for this attack. 
Deal 8 damage.Deal 8 damage.

Increase the relevant combat 
stat of your next attack by 6.stat of your next attack by 6.

Increase the relevant combat 
stat of your next attack by 6.stat of your next attack by 6.

Increase the relevant combat 
stat of your next attack by 6.stat of your next attack by 6.

Each enemy character piece 
within 3 spaces is dazzled.within 3 spaces is dazzled.

Each enemy character piece 
within 3 spaces is dazzled.within 3 spaces is dazzled.

Each enemy character piece 
within 3 spaces is dazzled.within 3 spaces is dazzled.

Move up to 5 spaces. You must 
end your turn adjacent to an end your turn adjacent to an 

enemy character piece.enemy character piece.

GrabGrabGrabGrabGrabGrab

BiteBiteBiteBiteBiteBiteInstinctInstinct

InstinctInstinctInstinctInstinctRoarRoarRoarRoar

RoarRoarPouncePouncePouncePouncePouncePounce

Move up to 5 spaces. You must 
end your turn adjacent to an end your turn adjacent to an 

enemy character piece.enemy character piece.

Move up to 5 spaces. You must 
end your turn adjacent to an end your turn adjacent to an 

enemy character piece.enemy character piece.

Make an attack with a head 
piece. Increase the relevant piece. Increase the relevant 

combat stat by 8 for this attack. combat stat by 8 for this attack. 
Deal 8 damage.Deal 8 damage.

Make an attack with a head 
piece. Increase the relevant piece. Increase the relevant 

combat stat by 8 for this attack. combat stat by 8 for this attack. 
Deal 8 damage.Deal 8 damage.

Target an adjacent character, this 

character is stunned until the boss character is stunned until the boss 

next takes damage. The targeted next takes damage. The targeted 

character temporarily becomes a character temporarily becomes a 

part of the boss character piece for part of the boss character piece for 

movement actions.movement actions.

Target an adjacent character, this 

character is stunned until the boss character is stunned until the boss 

next takes damage. The targeted next takes damage. The targeted 

character temporarily becomes a character temporarily becomes a 

part of the boss character piece for part of the boss character piece for 

movement actions.movement actions.

Health PotionHealth Potion



ItemItemItemItemItemItemItemItem

ItemItem

Intelligence PotionIntelligence Potion

Grant +4 strength to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.

ItemItemItemItemItemItem

ItemItem

Strength PotionStrength PotionStrength PotionStrength PotionStrength PotionStrength Potion

Strength PotionStrength Potion

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
Deal 6 damage to every tile Deal 6 damage to every tile 

within 1 space of the targeted within 1 space of the targeted 
tile.tile.

Fire BombFire BombFire BombFire Bomb

ItemItemItemItemItemItem

Fire BombFire Bomb

ItemItem

Fire bombFire bomb

Restore 8 Health to you or an 
adjacent character piece.               adjacent character piece.               

ItemItem

Health PotionHealth Potion

Restore 8 Health to you or an 
adjacent character piece.adjacent character piece.

ItemItem

Health PotionHealth Potion

Restore 8 Health to you or an 
adjacent character piece.adjacent character piece.

ItemItem

Health PotionHealth Potion

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
Deal 6 damage to every tile Deal 6 damage to every tile 

within 1 space of the targeted within 1 space of the targeted 
tile.tile.

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
Deal 6 damage to every tile Deal 6 damage to every tile 

within 1 space of the targeted within 1 space of the targeted 
tile.tile.

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
Deal 6 damage to every tile Deal 6 damage to every tile 

within 1 space of the targeted within 1 space of the targeted 
tile.tile.

Grant +4 strength to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.

Grant +4 strength to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.

Grant +4 strength to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.

Intelligence PotionIntelligence Potion Intelligence PotionIntelligence Potion Intelligence PotionIntelligence Potion

Grant +4 Intelligence to you or 
an adjacent character piece an adjacent character piece 
until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          

characters next turn.characters next turn.

Grant +4 Intelligence to you or 
an adjacent character piece an adjacent character piece 
until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          

characters next turn.characters next turn.

Grant +4 Intelligence to you or 
an adjacent character piece an adjacent character piece 
until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          

characters next turn.characters next turn.

Grant +4 Intelligence to you or 
an adjacent character piece an adjacent character piece 
until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          

characters next turn.characters next turn.

Agility PotionAgility Potion

Grant +4 Agility to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.



Attack an enemy within range 
4, deal 2 damage and inflict 4, deal 2 damage and inflict 

poison. Use an agility statistic poison. Use an agility statistic 
of 12 for this attack.of 12 for this attack.

ItemItem

Ninja StarNinja Star

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
every character within 1 space every character within 1 space 

of that tile is dazzled.of that tile is dazzled.

Flash BombFlash BombFlash BombFlash BombFlash BombFlash Bomb

ItemItemItemItemItemItem

ItemItem

Flash BombFlash Bomb

Select a character piece         
adjacent to you, expend their adjacent to you, expend their 
entire discard pile. Limit 1.entire discard pile. Limit 1.

ItemItemItemItemItemItem

ItemItem

Discard the top 4 cards of your 
action deck. action deck. 

Discard the top 4 cards of your 
action deck. action deck. 

Discard the top 4 cards of your 
action deck. action deck. 

ItemItemItemItemItemItem

Discard the top 4 cards of your 
action deck. action deck. 

ItemItemItemItem

Agility PotionAgility Potion

Grant +4 Agility to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.

ItemItem

Agility PotionAgility Potion

Grant +4 Agility to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.

ItemItem

Agility PotionAgility Potion

Grant +4 Agility to you or an 
adjacent character piece adjacent character piece 

until the end of the buffed          until the end of the buffed          
characters next turn.characters next turn.

Power PotionPower Potion

Power PotionPower Potion Power PotionPower Potion Power PotionPower Potion Amnesia PotionAmnesia Potion

Amnesia PotionAmnesia Potion Amnesia PotionAmnesia Potion Amnesia PotionAmnesia Potion

Select a character piece         
adjacent to you, expend their adjacent to you, expend their 
entire discard pile. Limit 1.entire discard pile. Limit 1.

Select a character piece         
adjacent to you, expend their adjacent to you, expend their 
entire discard pile. Limit 1.entire discard pile. Limit 1.

Select a character piece         
adjacent to you, expend their adjacent to you, expend their 
entire discard pile. Limit 1.entire discard pile. Limit 1.

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
every character within 1 space every character within 1 space 

of that tile is dazzled.of that tile is dazzled.

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
every character within 1 space every character within 1 space 

of that tile is dazzled.of that tile is dazzled.

Select a tile within 4 spaces, 
every character within 1 space every character within 1 space 

of that tile is dazzled.of that tile is dazzled.



Perform a Basic attack with 
an equipped weapon.

ItemItemItemItemItemItem

BoomerangBoomerangBoomerangBoomerangBoomerangBoomerang

ItemItem

BoomerangBoomerangNinja StarNinja StarNinja StarNinja StarNinja StarNinja Star

ItemItemItemItemItemItem

Attack an enemy within range 
4, deal 2 damage and inflict 4, deal 2 damage and inflict 

poison. Use an agility statistic poison. Use an agility statistic 
of 12 for this attack.of 12 for this attack.

Attack an enemy within range 
4, deal 2 damage and inflict 4, deal 2 damage and inflict 

poison. Use an agility statistic poison. Use an agility statistic 
of 12 for this attack.of 12 for this attack.

Attack an enemy within range 
4, deal 2 damage and inflict 4, deal 2 damage and inflict 

poison. Use an agility statistic poison. Use an agility statistic 
of 12 for this attack.of 12 for this attack.

Attack an enemy at range 3, deal 3 

damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or 

higher put this into your discard higher put this into your discard 

pile instead of removing it from the pile instead of removing it from the 

game. Use an agility statistic of 10 game. Use an agility statistic of 10 

for this attack.for this attack.

Attack an enemy at range 3, deal 3 

damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or 

higher put this into your discard higher put this into your discard 

pile instead of removing it from the pile instead of removing it from the 

game. Use an agility statistic of 10 game. Use an agility statistic of 10 

for this attack.for this attack.

Attack an enemy at range 3, deal 3 

damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or 

higher put this into your discard higher put this into your discard 

pile instead of removing it from the pile instead of removing it from the 

game. Use an agility statistic of 10 game. Use an agility statistic of 10 

for this attack.for this attack.

Attack an enemy at range 3, deal 3 

damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or damage. Roll a D6, if you get a 3 or 

higher put this into your discard higher put this into your discard 

pile instead of removing it from the pile instead of removing it from the 

game. Use an agility statistic of 10 game. Use an agility statistic of 10 

for this attack.for this attack.

Restore 8 Health to you or an 
adjacent character piece.               adjacent character piece.               

ItemItem

Health PotionHealth Potion

Restore 8 Health to you or an 
adjacent character piece.               adjacent character piece.               

ItemItem

Health PotionHealth Potion

Restore 8 Health to you or an 
adjacent character piece.               adjacent character piece.               

ItemItem

Health PotionHealth Potion

The character can not use 
move actions on their next 

turn.                        

StatusStatus

ImmobilisedImmobilised

Ninja StarNinja Star

ItemItem

Attack an enemy within range 
4, deal 2 damage and inflict 4, deal 2 damage and inflict 

poison. Use an agility statistic poison. Use an agility statistic 
of 12 for this attack.of 12 for this attack.

Ninja StarNinja Star

ItemItem

Attack an enemy within range 
4, deal 2 damage and inflict 4, deal 2 damage and inflict 

poison. Use an agility statistic poison. Use an agility statistic 
of 12 for this attack.of 12 for this attack.

PoisonPoison
StatusStatus

The character takes 1 damage 
for each action they play. At 

the start of your turn roll a D6, 
on 5-6 remove poison.

StunnedStunned

StatusStatus

The character can not draw 
cards or use action cards next 

turn.

The character may only play 
one action on their next turn.

StatusStatus

DazzledDazzled


